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Abstract: Ytterbium (Yb3+)-doped oxyfluoride SiO2-Al2O3-CdF2-PbF2-YF3 glass and nano-
glass-ceramic (i.e. glass-ceramics containing nanocrystals) single-index optical fibers were 
fabricated using two methods: by traditional glass preform drawing and by the crucible 
technique (‘direct-melt process’). The latter technique permitted the fabrication of perfectly 
vitreous optical fibers (of about 200 µm diameter), leading subsequently to the fabrication of 
nano glass-ceramic fibers by a well-controlled heat-treatment process above the glass 
transition temperature. Structural characterizations have (i) confirmed the vitreous state 
(absence of crystals) of the glass preforms and the glass fiber obtained from the ‘direct-melt 
process’ and, (ii) evidenced the formation of Pb1-x-y-zCdxYyYbzF2 (x + y + z ≈0.3-0.4) fluorite 
nanocrystals in the final glass-ceramic fibers. In particular, the nanocrystal size was found to 
be rather homogenous and smaller than 10 nm from TEM measurements for the nano-glass-
ceramic fibers produced by controlled crystallization. The absolute photoluminescence 
quantum efficiency, mean fluorescence wavelength and anti-Stokes fluorescence of the Yb3+-
doped fibers were measured upon laser excitation at wavelengths of 940 nm, 975 nm and 
1030 nm, respectively. As expected, higher photoluminescence quantum yield in the near 
infrared (0.95, close to unity) was obtained for the nano-glass-ceramic fiber when compared 
with the glass-fiber. Theoretical calculations were also carried out, showing that optical 
refrigeration would be achievable from these chemically stable and durable nano-glass-
ceramic fibers provided that 95% (segregation ratio) of Yb3+ ions are incorporated into the 
fluorite nanocrystals. 
©2017 Optical Society of America 
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1. Introduction 

In 1993, Wang and Ohwaki reported for the first time enhanced luminescence properties in 
novel Er3+ and Yb3+-doped transparent oxyfluoride SiO2-Al2O3-CdF2-PbF2 glass-ceramics 
(GCs) compared to their parent glasses [1]. GCs are composite materials which are composed 
of crystals homogeneously distributed in a vitreous matrix. The most common route to 
synthesize GCs consists of heat-treating a parent glass to enable controlled crystal growth. 
Nonetheless, alternative fabrication methods are also emerging since a decade, owing to the 
large interest aroused by transparent GCs for advanced applications in optics and photonics 
[2–12]. By tailoring both the crystal size and/or the refractive index difference between 
crystalline and vitreous phases during the crystallization process, it is actually possible to 
minimize light scattering and ensure optical transparency of the GC in the spectral region of 
interest. According to the Rayleigh-Gans theory about particle scattering, the crystal size has 
to be much smaller than the incident light wavelength while the refractive index difference 
has to be minimized to achieve optical transparency [13]. As the crystals present in such 
transparent glass-ceramics must exhibit a nanometer scale (below 100 nm), these materials 
are usually called nano-glass-ceramics. 

Laser cooling of solids was first demonstrated under vacuum by Epstein et al. in an Yb3+-
doped fluoride ZBLANP glass [14]. A temperature decrease of 0.3 K below room 
temperature was achieved by excitation with a 1010 nm laser. Since then, efforts are 
continuing to develop low cost and efficient solid-state optical coolers owing to the 
possibility of vibration-free refrigeration systems [15]. For instance, optical cooling was 
recently demonstrated under vacuum and ambient atmosphere in single crystals doped with 
Yb3+, Tm3+ and Er3+ ions whose spectral transmission, background absorption and 
photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) were carefully studied [16–18]. In our earlier 
studies, we showed the potential of using Yb3+-doped bulk glasses (G) and GCs belonging to 
the SiO2-Al2O3-CdF2-PbF2-YF3 system (derived from the discovery by Wang and Ohwaki 
[1]) for laser cooling applications based on their PLQYs being close to unity [17]. Indeed, it 
was previously demonstrated that a PLQY close to unity is favorable for achieving laser 
cooling in rare earth ions (RE) doped materials [14]. 
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Developing solid-state optical coolers in the form of fibers is of major interest. Optical 
fibers (with diameter of 200 μm and below) are well-known for their light-guiding 
capabilities, high mechanical flexibility and/or large surface area to volume ratio making 
them materials of first choice for the development of compact fiber lasers, sensors, etc [19]. 
RE ions and more particularly ytterbium (Yb3+)-doped optical fibers have been utilized for 
applications in amplifiers [20], lasers [21], and for superfluorescence [22], integrated optical 
coolers (theoretical approximation) [23] and broadband amplified spontaneous emission 
(ASE) [24] sources, to name a few. Yb3+ ion can also act as a sensitizer by transferring 
absorbed energy and broadening the Bi+ and Bi2+ near infrared emission in borophosphate 
glasses and fibers upon 975 nm wavelength laser excitation, for instance [25]. The optical 
properties of Yb3+-doped silica fibers, including their absorption coefficient, emission cross-
section, fluorescence lifetime and temperature dependence, have been reported [26]. Silicate-
based optical preforms containing Yb3+-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (YAG) nano-crystals 
were also prepared by the MCVD technique and tested to produce optical fibers [27]. Yb3+-
doped nano-glass-ceramic optical fibers (i.e. glass optical fiber containing nanocrystals) may 
therefore offer advantageous properties over conventional glass fibers such as enhanced 
optical, mechanical and/or thermal properties, improved resistance to high power laser 
excitation, etc. Actually, such glass-ceramic optical fibers were already developed about 15 
years ago by Corning [28–30]. Indeed, Tick et al. [28] first reported on the fabrication of 
relatively low-loss (750 dB/km at 1350 nm) Tm3+-doped GC optical fiber based on the SiO2-
Al2O3-CdF2-PbF2 system. Later, they also reported on Nd3+-doped GC fiber laser and 
amplifier from the same glass system [29]. They demonstrated that appropriate heat-
treatments at different temperatures ranging from 440 to 470 °C of the oxyfluoride glass fiber 
can lead to the formation of glass-ceramic fiber with crystal size lower than 10 nm while 
maintaining a relatively low level of scattering losses [30]. Although they were not able to 
determine the crystal phase directly from the fiber structural characterization, they compared 
their results with a PbF2-CdF2-YF3 bulk crystal and proposed the 60PbF2-20CdF2-20YF3 
crystal composition [30]. On the other hand, the favored incorporation of RE ions into lead 
fluoride based nanocrystals in transparent glass-ceramics was also largely investigated by 
Mortier et al. [31–33]. 

The aim of the present study is to take advantage of both the ability of the lead-cadmium 
oxyfluoride glass system to form transparent and durable nano-glass-ceramics with promising 
optical properties and their underexplored potential to be drawn into optical fibers in order to 
propose a new fiber material for laser cooling applications. For such purpose, several 
requirements have to be fulfilled: (i) high photoluminescence quantum yield (close to unity), 
low background absorption (order of ~10−4 cm−1) and low phonon energy and; (ii) crystals 
size lower than 20 nm with a narrow size distribution and uniform dispersion with a suitable 
inter-particle spacing within the glassy matrix, no secondary crystal phases, etc. We report 
here for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, on the preparation and characterization of 
2 mol% Yb3+-doped SiO2-Al2O3-CdF2-PbF2-YF3 glass (G) and nano-glass-ceramic (GC) 
optical fibers with uniform crystal size for future laser cooling applications. Two methods 
were implemented: (i) fiber drawing from an optical glass preform and (ii) fiber drawing by 
using the crucible technique (‘direct-melt process’). Special attention was given to monitor 
the vitreous and crystalline phases by using X-ray diffraction and transmission electron 
microscope analyses. The PLQY and mean fluorescence wavelength of the fibers were 
determined by photoluminescence measurements carried out with and without an integrating 
sphere, respectively. Finally, the advantages offered by the GC-fiber over the G-fiber are 
discussed in the light of laser cooling applications. 

2. Experimental details 

2.1. Glass preparation 

As mentioned above, the first method implemented to produce optical fibers consisted of 
drawing an optical glass preform in our home-made 7 m height fiber drawing tower. First, 
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30SiO2‒15Al2O3‒27CdF2‒22PbF2‒4YF3‒2YbF3 (mol%) oxyfluoride glass rods of about 30 g 
were prepared by the conventional melt-quenching technique. High purity commercial 
starting materials (99.99%) were mixed in an agate mortar to obtain a homogeneous mixture 
which was then loaded in a platinum crucible. After melting and fining at 1100°C for 1h in an 
induction furnace under dry nitrogen gas flow (2 L/min), the glass was cast into a stainless 
steel mold which was preheated at 370°C (~40°C below the glass transition temperature). 
Annealing of the preform was subsequently carried out at the same temperature for 5h before 
cooling down to room temperature to remove any residual internal stresses. Finally, glass rods 
of 10 mm diameter and ~50 mm length were carefully polished with a home-designed 
preform polishing system to produce single-index glass preforms for further fiber drawing. 

2.2. Optical fiber fabrication 

2.2.1. By drawing from the glass preform 

In this first method, the glass preforms previously prepared are mounted in the drawing 
induction furnace of the fiber tower and rapidly heated up to 550°C under dry N2 flow (5 
L/min). After attaining its softening point, the glass preform is stretched with optimized 
parameters including furnace temperature, preform feeding speed and tension applied to the 
fiber. The diameter of the produced fiber is therefore finely tailored to be about 200 μm. No 
protective coating was applied to the fiber as no sensitivity to moisture was observed for this 
oxyfluoride material. In such a method, it is worth mentioning that optical fibers are produced 
by reheating the glass preforms well above their glass transition temperature, (Tg = 410 °C) 
[34]. Special attention has thus to be paid here as the material under study is prone to 
nanocrystallization at temperatures above Tg, as it will be discussed in the next section. The 
obtained optical fibers are labeled as GC-fiber1 as they are considered to be already partly 
crystallized which will be demonstrated in the results section. 

2.2.2. By the crucible technique (‘direct-melt process’) 

A second approach was also used to produce the SiO2-Al2O3-CdF2-PbF2-YF3:YbF3 optical 
fibers. It consisted of drawing the fiber directly from the glass melt. Contrary to the first 
method, the crucible technique enables the fabrication fiber without the reheating step. The 
optical fiber is indeed produced after appropriate adjustment of the glass viscosity from its 
molten state, i.e. after lowering the temperature of the melt. In practice, the crucible 
containing the molten glass at high temperature (1100 °C) is first removed from the induction 
furnace and allowed to cool in ambient air down to a temperature of ~800-900°C (measured 
by a pyrometer) to decrease the glass viscosity. Fibers of ~1 m length and ~200 μm diameter 
are then manually drawn (in ambient air) from the viscous glass with the help of a silica rod 
dipped into the crucible. Through this technique, one expects first to limit the formation of 
nanocrystals by getting rid of the reheating process (characteristic of the first method) and 
second, to achieve sufficient cooling rate to obtain glass fibers (G-fiber2) free of nanocrystals 
(which could be generated during glass cooling). 

In a second step, Yb3+-doped nano-glass-ceramic fibers (GC-fiber2) with controlled 
crystallite size are obtained from the G-fiber2 by a simple crystallization heat-treatment at 
460°C (~Tg + 50 °C) for 20h and subsequent cooling to room temperature. 

2.3. Fiber characterization 

The X-ray powder diffraction (XRPD) patterns were collected over the 15–70° 2θ range with 
a 0.0245° step (4 s per step counting time) on an X-ray Bruker D8 Advance (CuKα12 
radiation) equipped with a Vantec-1 linear detector. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) 
imaging was carried out using a Philips CM20 microscope. The STEM images and elemental 
compositions were obtained using a JEOL ARM200F FEG microscope operating at 200kV 
and equipped with a spherical aberration corrector on the probe and an Oxford Instrument 
EDS (Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy) system. Scanning transmission electron microscopy – 
high angle annular dark field (STEM-HAADF) images were acquired in the angle range of 
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50-180mrad with an 8 cm camera length and a 0.1 nm probe size. Elemental compositions 
were determined by STEM-EDX using a similar 0.1 nm probe size. The samples were 
prepared in two different ways. First, some parts of the G-fiber2 were crushed in ethanol and 
a drop of the solution containing a small amount of material in suspension was deposited onto 
a carbon-coated copper grid. Then, for the GC-fiber2, a specific sample preparation was 
developed to observe the nanocrystals. A few pieces of 2 mm long fibers were laid parallel to 
each other and glued to obtain a planar fiber network. The resulting network was then 
mechanically polished on both sides, using inlaid diamond discs and a tripod, until a 50 µm 
thickness. The foil was finally thinned by argon ion bombardment (PIPS) to obtain 
sufficiently thin areas (tens of nm) to be observed by TEM. For the EDS analysis, a GC-
fiber2 sample was specifically prepared. During the mechanical polishing with a tripod and 
inlaid diamond discs, a tilt was imposed in order to form a bevel on one side of the sample. 
Very thin areas were thus obtained without using final argon ion milling (PIPS, Precision Ion 
Polishing System - Gatan) which can sometimes induce some bombardment defaults. 

Photoluminescence measurements were performed by exciting at a wavelength of 975 nm 
the fibers under test placed on a xyz-stage in a grooved glass slide with a microscope 
objective (0.6 NA, × 60) to achieve light coupling into the fiber. Luminescence was collected 
from the fiber output with a multimode fiber (200 µm diameter, 0.22 NA) coupled to an 
optical spectrum analyzer (OSA). Absolute photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY) of the 
fiber was measured upon 940 nm laser excitation from a Ti:sapphire laser in an integrating 
sphere (ISp) of 2 inches internal diameter and an OSA. Anti-Stokes fluorescence was 
measured with an OSA upon laser excitation of the fibers at 1040 nm. The up conversion 
spectra were obtained by exciting with a 975 nm laser while emission was detected with a 
compact CCD spectrometer (Thorlabs CCS100). 

3. Laser cooling theory 

The cooling power arises in a fluorescent sample with very high (>98.5%) quantum efficiency 
(QE) if the power of the radiated photons exceeds the power of absorbed ones as a result of 
phonon annihilation. The laser cooling process based on anti-Stokes fluorescence can be 
realized in different systems, such as RE-doped low phonon energy glasses and crystals, 
direct band gap semiconductors and so on. The laser cooling process in RE-doped solids can 
be described with rate equations [35]. If a laser cooled sample is placed in a vacuum chamber 
with the walls at room temperature, Tr, the final equilibrium temperature of the sample, Ts, 
can be estimated following the Stefan-Boltzmann law [35, 36]: 

 4 4( ) ( ),cool heat B r sV P P S T Tεσ− = −  (1) 

where Pcool and Pheat are the cooling and heating powers, respectively, generated in a sample 
with the volume V and the total surface area S. ε is the emissivity of the sample and σB = 5.67 
× 10−12 W·cm−2·K-4` is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. 

Oxyfluoride GC materials possess unique properties, which can be advantageous for laser 
cooling applications. Oxyfluoride GCs provide a low phonon energy fluoride crystalline 
environment to Yb3+ ions involved in the cooling or lasing cycles while retaining the 
chemical durability, the mechanical resistance and the ease of shaping of the silicate-based 
glassy network. Indeed, the phonon energy in lead fluoride based nanocrystals is very low 
(only ~250 cm−1) [37] in comparison to that of high phonon silica glass (~1100 cm−1) [38]. 
The low phonon energy of nanocrystals is a source of a significant increase in the quantum 
efficiency [35] of Yb3+ ions doped in crystalline environment in oxyfluoride GCs. Moreover, 
it is worth mentioning that low phonon crystals have some undisputable advantages over low 
phonon glasses for laser cooling [35]. Indeed, the structural disorder in glass materials is a 
source of inhomogeneous broadening of the absorption and emission bands, which is 
essentially independent of temperature. Contrary to glasses, inhomogeneous broadening in 
crystals is negligible and the spectral bandwidth is dominated by homogenous broadening. It 
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scales as T2 in the temperature range of 10-300K maintaining a higher peak absorption 
coefficient in crystals than in glasses. 

Using Eq. (1), one can estimate a final achievable temperature of the sample as a function 
of the pump power for different parameters of Yb3+ doped GC fiber samples. It is important to 
emphasize that the configuration of the pump is very important for a cryocooler design, since 
the pump density distribution in a laser cooled sample is dependent on the temperature 
distribution in a laser cooled sample. We investigated the problem of the temperature gradient 
in laser cooled cylindrical samples in Ref [39]. For a long fiber with a large diameter, the 
temperature will change slightly along the radius as well as along the length of the fiber, since 
the pump power intensity decreases along its length of the fiber because of light absorption by 
active ions. The configuration of a pump source providing uniform pump power distribution 
along the length of the fiber must be considered for optimizing an optical cryocooler design. 
A side pumped fiber or a fiber pumped at both ends can be considered as a solution to this 
problem. We do not take into account the decrease in the pump power with the length of the 
sample, since in the case of laser cooling of solids it can be compensated for by a distributed 
pumping technique described in [40]. Indeed, the absorption cross sections of RE ions are 
very small in the long wavelength tail of the absorption spectrum, where the pump for laser 
cooling applications takes place. For example, for Yb3+ ion concentration NT = 5x108 μm−3 
only ~14% of the pump power will be absorbed by 1 cm of the sample. This decrease in the 
pump power can be compensated for by the distributed pumping technique. The recycling 
mechanism for the pump power such as a resonator must be a part of this scheme. Here we 
estimate the temperature of the SiO2-Al2O3-CdF2-PbF2-YF3:YbF3 GC-fiber with a diameter of 
200 μm uniformly side pumped along its length. The pump wavelength is λp = 1030 nm. The 
QE used in our simulations is 99.5%. The radiative lifetimes of Yb3+ ions in nanocrystals and 
glass matrix are 1.63 ms and 0.4 ms, respectively. The absorption and emission cross sections 
of Yb3+ ions in glass-ceramics (containing nanocrystals) are 3x10−14 μm2 and 4.8x10−13 μm2, 
respectively. The absorption cross section of Yb3+ ions in the glass matrix is 4x10−14 μm2. The 
mean fluorescence wavelength of the active Yb3+ ions in GC fiber is 1010 nm. The 
hemispherical emissivity is 0.54. The temperature distribution across the diameter of this fiber 
can be considered as uniform. As one can see in Eq. (1) the final temperature of the sample 
does not depend on the length of the fiber with uniform pump power distribution. The most 
important parameters in the case of a GC-fiber sample are the segregation ratio of Yb3+ ions 
into the nanocrystals and RE ion concentration. Figure 1 illustrates the final temperature of 
the sample as a function of the pump power uniformly distributed along the length of the fiber 
for different segregation ratios of Yb3+ ions into the nanocrystals (Fig. 1(a)) and different ion 
concentrations (Fig. 1(b)). As the pump power increases the influence of both parameters on 
the final temperature of the sample increases. These parameters must be carefully controlled 
in GC-fiber samples for laser cooling applications. As may be seen from our simulations, a 
QE of 95% achieved in our samples can provide only heat mitigation. Improved QE (>0.985) 
and purification of samples are the most important parameters to achieving net laser cooling 
process. 
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Fig. 1. Final calculated temperature of SiO2-Al2O3-CdF2-PbF2-YF3:YbF3 GC-fiber samples 
with a diameter of 200 μm as a function of the uniformly distributed pump power. (a): 
Segregation ratios are 96.0%, 96.5%, 96.7%, 97.0%. (b): Yb3+densities are 4.8 x 108 μm−3, 4.9 
x 108 μm−3, 5.0 x 108 μm−3. 

4. Results and discussion 

As described in the experimental method section, two types of fiber were produced: (i) the 
GC-fiber1 drawn from the glass preform for which crystallization is expected to occur during 
the fiber production and; (ii) the vitreous G-fiber2 fabricated by the crucible method from 
which the glass-ceramic GC-fiber2 is elaborated by subsequent thermal treatment. All the 
elaborated fibers show an excellent chemical durability (no reaction with moisture) and 
mechanical resistance, allowing their handling for characterization even without a protective 
coating after several months of storing in ambient conditions. 

4.1. Structural characterization 

The inset of Fig. 2 presents a photograph of the stretched drop corresponding to the very 
beginning of the fiber drawing process from the glass preform. This stage is then followed by 
the drawing of the GC-fiber1 under stabilized conditions and controlled diameter around 200 
μm. It can be observed from the opalescence that an undesired and uncontrolled 
crystallization or nanophase separation which was measured to be in the range of 10-100 nm 
[41] of the material occurs here. The opalescence observed in glass-related materials after 
heat-treating above Tg (here during the fiber stretching at 550 °C) is usually attributed to the 
formation of crystals or nanophase separation of different refractive index compared to that of 
the glassy matrix [41]. 

X-Ray Powder Diffraction (XRDP) analysis was carried out on three different sections of 
the GC-fiber1 sample in accordance to the successive steps of the fiber drawing process. 
These are: (i) the formation of the drop and its stretching until attaining a fiber (approximate 
diameter ~200 μm), corresponding to the first stage of the drawing process; (ii) the drawing 
of the first meter of fiber while the parameters (furnace temperature, preform feeding rate and 
fiber tension) are being adjusted to achieve precisely the targeted diameter of 200 μm; and 
(iii) the controlled fiber drawing in stabilized conditions (fiber diameter of 200 μm). In Fig. 2, 
XRDP patterns of the three sections of the GC-fiber1 sample collected at each stage are 
presented. Both cell parameters and crystallite sizes were determined by Lebail refinements 
using a fundamental approach [42]. 
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Fig. 2. XRPD patterns of sections of the GC-fiber1 sample collected at different stages of the 
fiber drawing from the glass preform shown in the curves from the bottom up: (i) in blue 
(bottom curve), from the stretched drop formed at the very beginning of the process. Inset 
photographs shows the drop stretched from the preform at 550 °C after a processing time of 
~8-10 min; (ii) in black, from the first meter of the stretched fiber and (iii) in red, from the next 
3-4 meters of pulled fiber (stable regime of drawing). The lattice parameters and the crystallite 
size were determined after refinement by using the Lebail method with fluorite structure as a 
starting model. a and C.S represents lattice parameter and crystal structure, respectively. 

First, one can notice that a single fluorite crystalline phase can be identified in the drawn 
fibers. LeBail refinements performed from X-ray powder diffraction led to constant cell 
parameters for the three sections of fibers (a = 5.730(1) Å, Fm-3m space group). Compared to 
pure PbF2 and CdF2 fluorite crystalline phases exhibiting a = 5.94 Å [43] and a = 5.39 Å [44] 
cell parameters respectively, and given that the nominal composition is 
30SiO2‒15Al2O3‒27CdF2‒22PbF2‒4YF3‒2YbF3 (mol%), the crystalline phase can be 
considered as a mixed Pb1-x-y-zCdxYyYbzF2 fluorite phase. This is supported by the 
observation that the best match with reported structures in the ICDD database corresponds to 
a mixed Pb1-xCdxF2 phase [32, 33]. Furthermore, it is also well-known that RE elements easily 
substitute for Pb and Cd in the crystalline phase of glass-ceramics. As the Pb1-xCdxF2 cell 
parameters are expected to follow the Vegard’s law between PbF2 and CdF2, a rough 
estimation of the fluorite composition could be Pb0.7(Cd,Y,Yb)0.3F2, considering that ionic 
radii of Cd2+, Y3+ and Yb3+ are similar [45]. However, it is difficult to precisely determine the 
cationic composition of the crystalline fluorite phase as the multiple cation composition 
prevents any Rietveld refinement to provide a clear answer. 

A significant but expected variation of the crystallite size was observed along the drawing 
process. In the stretched drop, from XRD Lebail refinement, the crystal size (volume average) 
was determined to be about 114(6) nm (blue curve), which is consistent with the opalescence 
observed in the inset of Fig. 2. The crystallite size remains constant (119(5) nm) in the first 
meter of the drawn fiber. It eventually increases and reaches a value of about 176(13) nm 
once the process is stabilized, giving rise to about 3-4 meters of fibers with constant diameter 
and crystal size. To understand the crystal size evolution during the drawing process, three 
factors must be considered: (i) the preform feeding (vertical descent) into the drawing 
furnace, (ii) the temperature of the latter (i.e. the drawing temperature) and, (iii) the tension 
applied to the fiber while stretching. These parameters enable the fiber diameter and the 
drawing speed to be tailored. Here, to simplify our analysis, it can be reasonably stated that 
the uncontrolled crystallization observed in the stretched drop, the fiber and the residual 
preform is directly related to the thermal treatment applied on the material while drawing at 
550°C (process duration ~8-10 to ~13-14 min). 
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In the second method used to produce a 30SiO2-15Al2O3-27CdF2-22PbF2-4YF3-2YbF3 
optical fiber, i.e. the crucible method or ‘direct-melt process’, pieces of fiber of about 1 m 
length were directly pulled out from the glass melt at a temperature of ~800-900°C. Such an 
approach, despite its limited control on the fiber diameter, enables perfectly vitreous optical 
fibers to be obtained, as shown in the corresponding XRPD pattern presented in Fig. 3. The 
heat-treatment performed at 460°C for 20h on some G-fiber2 sections led to the formation of 
Pb1-x-y-zCdxYyYbzF2 nanocrystals, i.e. the same phase as that observed in the GC-fiber1 
samples, with similar lattice parameters (a = 5.74 Å). The diffraction peaks observed on the 
GC-fiber2 XRPD diffractogram in Fig. 3 appear broader than those observed in the XRPD 
pattern of the GC-fiber1 sample (Fig. 2). This information indicates the formation of smaller 
crystals, as confirmed by the volume average crystallite size of ~11.2(2) nm obtained by 
Lebail refinement method using a fundamental approach. Controlling the crystallization 
process from the glass fiber enables the fabrication of nanocrystals more than an order of 
magnitude smaller than those produced by preform drawing. Such a controlled crystallization 
is comparable to that already observed and largely investigated in the SiO2-Al2O3-CdF2-PbF2-
YF3 system and derivate bulk samples [6]. 

 

Fig. 3. XRPD diffraction patterns of the G-fiber2, GC-fiber2 and GC-fiber1 samples. GC-
fiber2 was obtained by heat-treatment of G-fiber2 at 460 °C for 20h. GC-fiber1 was obtained 
by glass preform drawing at 550 °C. Lattice parameters and average volume crystallite size 
were determined by using the Lebail method. Inset: photograph of the fiber samples. The two 
small and sharp peaks located at 42.5 and 43.5° (2 theta) seem to be related to data collection 
but remain unexplained. 

TEM analysis was performed on the G-fiber2 and GC-fiber2 samples, as presented in Fig. 
4, respectively. From the presented micrographs and the respective electron diffraction 
patterns embedded, one can observe the amorphous nature of the G-fiber2 and a 
homogeneous distribution of nanocrystals within an amorphous matrix for the GC-fiber2 (Fig. 
4). The presence of discrete diffraction rings with well-defined spots attests the good 
crystallinity of the material and match with the fluorite structure (a = 5.73 Å, Fm-3m). The 
average size of the crystallites (calculated from about 250 particles) is found to be 6.1 nm and 
the standard deviation is 2.1 (minimum and maximum sizes are 1.8 nm and 15.2 nm, 
respectively). The smaller average size observed by TEM compared to XRD Lebail 
refinements can be explained by the presence of a few larger particles (<10 nm) which have a 
large effect on the average volume size determined by XRD (TEM analysis provides a 
number average of crystallite sizes compared to XRD which provides a volume average of 
crystallite sizes). 
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EDS analyses were performed with a 0.1nm probe size on both the glassy matrix and 
fluorite crystallites in order to confirm the Pb1-x-y-zCdxYyYbzF2 composition. Si, Al, Cd, Pb, Y 
and Yb cationic elements were quantified. Almost all of the Si was found to be located in the 
glass matrix. Special attention has been paid to the size of the crystallites (less than 10 nm) 
compared to the thickness of the sample analyzed by STEM-EDS (tens of nm in thickness). 
Most probably, some of the matrix was probed during crystallite EDS analysis resulting from 
the contribution of the glass matrix situated on top and/or below the crystallites. However, 
given the very low amount of SiO2 detected in the crystallites and taking into account 
previous results in the literature [6], we have considered that all SiO2 is contained in the glass 
matrix and all PbF2 is contained in the crystallites. From these considerations, we were able to 
determine both the matrix composition and the composition of the crystallites. The glass 
matrix is therefore mainly composed of SiO2 (86%) with 11% Al2O3 and 3% CdF2. The 
proportion of Al2O3 is surprisingly very low compared to the nominal composition. As 
expected, Y and Yb cations were only detected in crystallites, leading to an average crystallite 
composition close to 60PbF2 – 20CdF2 – 12YF3 – 8YbF3, corresponding to an average 
Pb0.6Cd0.2Y0.12Yb0.08F2 crystalline phase composition. A significant Al2O3 content was 
detected at the level of the crystallite. The latter cannot be simply explained by the presence 
of the surrounding matrix situated above and/or below the crystallite given the matrix 
composition (86SiO2 – 11Al2O3 – 3CdF3). We stipulate that some Al2O3 might be located at 
the interface between the crystallites and the glass matrix, as observed in LAS systems [46]. 
On the other hand, the sum of CdF2 content located both in the matrix and in the crystallites is 
lower than the CdF2 nominal content. In fact, careful examination of STEM-EDX maps 
shows a clear Cd enrichment located in parts of some crystallites, which can explain the CdF2 
concentration difference (Fig. 4(d)). Contrary to TEM images which contrast result from 
crystalline areas (i.e. nanocrystals darker than the glass matrix), STEM-HAADF images 
exhibit crystallites with a brighter contrast than the matrix. The contrast observed in these 
micrographs is linked to the average Z or the density of the phases, which enable chemical 
contrast micrographs to be obtained. As the matrix is mainly composed of SiO2 whereas the 
crystallites contain heavier elements (Cd, Pb, Y and Yb), the crystallites appear brighter on 
STEM-HAADF images. 

 

Fig. 4. (a) Bright field TEM micrograph of G-fiber2. The corresponding SAED pattern is 
embedded and shows the amorphous nature of the sample. (b) Bright field TEM micrograph of 
the GC-fiber2. The corresponding SAED pattern is embedded and shows the presence of 
nanometer scale crystals. (c) Size distribution and standard deviation (σ) of the crystallites in 
the GC-fiber2. (d) STEM-HAADF image and related EDS elemental maps for Pb, Cd and Pb-
Cd in GC-fiber2. The overlaid EDS maps show the Cd local enrichment of certain parts on 
several crystallites (white arrows). 
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In summary, the structural characterization carried out by XRPD and TEM on both glass-
ceramic fibers have shown that: (i) the fluorite structure in both cases is Pb1-x-y-zCdxYyYbzF2 
(x + y + z ≈0.3-0.4) and with local variations of the Cd content, (ii) drawing fibers directly 
from the glass preform leads to uncontrolled crystallization with crystal sizes greater than 100 
nm and varying along the fiber length, confirming that this fabrication method is inadequate 
here and; (iii) producing glass-ceramic fiber by appropriate and controlled heat-treatment of 
the parent glass fiber permits one to generate small nanocrystals (number-average size 
calculated as 6 nm by TEM and volume-average of 11 nm by XRD) with homogeneous size 
distribution and dispersion within the fiber, as well as larger crystal volume. 

4.2. Optical characterization 

The optical properties of the three samples of GC-fiber1, G-fiber2 and GC-fiber2 samples 
were investigated by means of photoluminescence (PL) under laser excitation at 975 nm. The 
recorded PL spectra are presented in Fig. 5(a). A higher PL intensity is obtained for the GC-
fiber2 (heat-treated at 460 °C for 20h) than for its parent G-fiber2. Such a result was expected 
and can be explained by the progressive partition of Yb3+ ions into the fluorite Pb1-x-y-

zCdxYyYbzF2 nanocrystals, decreasing the non-radiative relaxation rate and thus leading to an 
enhancement in the PL intensity. This effect was already largely investigated in RE ions 
doped glass-ceramics belonging to the SiO2-Al2O3-CdF2-PbF2-YF3 system or its derivatives 
[6]. GC-fiber1 exhibits lower PL intensity than G-fiber2 and GC-fiber2. This can be related to 
the formation of larger size crystals for GC-fiber1, as shown in Fig. 3, which can increase the 
scattering of emitted light and thus its reabsorption by the glass matrix (emission photon 
trapped within the sample). A red shift of the maximum emission peak from ~1005 to ~1020 
nm is observed for the G-fiber2 and GC-fiber2 while the emission peak in the GC-fiber1 
sample is also centered around 1020 nm. 

The mean fluorescence wavelength [17], λF, is found to be 1010(1) nm, 1002(1) nm and 
1008(1) nm for the GC-fiber1, G-fiber2 and GC-fiber2, respectively. In the following part, 
given the previously described PL properties, the results and discussion will be focused only 
on the G-fiber2 and GC-fiber2. 

 

Fig. 5. (a) Normalized photoluminescence spectra (with respect to laser power) of the Yb3+-
doped GC-fiber1, G-fiber2 and GC-fiber2 upon 975 nm laser excitation. Inset: Absolute 
photoluminescence spectra of the G-fiber2 and GC-fiber2 samples upon 940 nm laser 
excitation. Both fibers are 10 mm long with a 200 µm diameter. (b) Anti-Stokes fluorescence 
spectra of the G-fiber2 and GC-fiber2 upon laser excitation at 1030 nm (400 mW power). Inset 
shows the same spectra after maximum intensity normalization for a better comparison. 

Small pieces of G-fiber2 and GC-fiber2 of about 10 mm long were cut from a length of ~1 
m as-drawn fibers. They were cleaved (with a fiber cleaver) on both ends prior to being used 
for absolute photoluminescence measurements performed with a method reported in a 
previous work [17]. The absolute PL spectra and photographs of the G-fiber2 and GC-fiber2 
samples are shown in inset of Fig. 5(a). As expected, the PL intensity is higher in GC-fiber2 
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than in G-fiber2 owing to the formation of a low phonon energy fluoride crystalline 
environment around the Yb3+ ions (i.e. Pb1-x-y-zCdxYyYbzF2 nanocrystals). The emission peak 
at 1005 nm in the G-fiber2 spectrum is slightly red shifted to about 1010 nm in the GC-fiber2 
emission spectrum. Compared to G-fiber2, the emission band of GC-fiber2 sharpens and its 
tail at longer wavelengths is narrows, indicating a structuration of the surrounding of the Yb3+ 
ions. 

The measured PLQY is 0.95(11) for GC-fiber2, which is larger than the values measured 
for G-fiber2 (0.83(11)) and reported for the bulk glass (0.92(11)) [46]. However, this value is 
slightly lower than that reported for bulk glass-ceramics (0.97(4)) with the same nominal 
composition and Yb3+ concentration [17]. Variations of PLQY between bulk and optical 
fibers may be ascribed to the use of samples of different dimensions and shapes which can 
affect the experimental error, particularly in the case of fibers. 

To envisage the utilization of such fibers for applications in laser cooling, the fibers 
should fulfill specific requirements such as exhibiting anti-Stokes fluorescence. In Yb3+ 
doped materials, the cooling process is indeed based on anti-Stokes fluorescence (peaking 
around 1010 nm) after excitation with low energy photons in the range of 1030-1040 nm. The 
excited Yb3+ ions reach quasi-equilibrium with the lattice by absorption of a phonon. If the 
conversion process of phonons into anti-Stokes fluorescence is significantly high, the system 
starts to cool. Otherwise, the system simply heats [47]. The anti-Stokes fluorescence spectra 
measured on both G-fiber2 and GC-fiber2 upon laser excitation at 1030 nm are presented in 
Fig. 5(b). It appears clearly that a higher anti-Stokes fluorescence is obtained for the GC-
fiber2 when compared to its parent G-fiber2. When both spectra are normalized to their 
maximum intensity, a red shift of the peak maximum and a red tail broadening are observed 
for the GC-fiber2 emission band, as shown in the inset of Fig. 5(b). Once again, this effect 
can be attributed to the incorporation of Yb3+ ions into the fluoride nanocrystals which is thus 
favorable in view of using the GC-fiber2 for applications in laser cooling. 

It is worth mentioning that a bright blue up conversion emission (visible to the naked eye) 
was observed while performing the PL measurements upon 975 nm wavelength laser 
excitation of the fibers. Such a phenomenon is well-known and can be due either to a 
cooperative luminescence effect arising from Yb3+ ions [48], and/or an emission originating 
from other RE ions like Er3+ or Tm3+ (present as impurity traces) after energy transfer from 
Yb3+ ions [49]. To confirm the origin of this blue upconversion observed here, visible 
emission spectra were recorded by exciting the fibers with a 975 nm wavelength laser diode. 
The recorded emission spectra are presented in Fig. 6. As it can be seen, the visible emission 
bands observed from both G-fiber2 and GC-fiber2 can be attributed to radiative transitions of 
Er3+ and Tm3+ ions: at 410 nm from Er3+: 2H9/2→4I15/2, at 478 nm from Tm3+: 1G4→3H6, at 539 
nm and 647 nm from Er3+: 2H11/2, 

4S3/2→4I15/2 and 4F9/2→4I15/2, respectively. These transitions 
occur after energy transfer by APTE (addition photon transfer energy) effect from the Yb3+ 
ions which act as sensitizers. Such an effect is 105 times more efficient when compared with 
the cooperative luminescence for similar Yb3+-Yb3+ interionic distance (in other words, for 
similar Yb3+ concentration) [48]. It is thus difficult to exclude the possibility of cooperative 
luminescence from Yb3+ ions here, as the latter can be hidden by the former. Nonetheless, one 
can reasonably state that the upconverted light emission observed in the G-fiber2 and GC-
fiber2 samples essentially originates from the presence of Tm3+ and Er3+ contaminants 
whereas no Yb3+ ions clustering is expected in the crystals. Moreover, as no blue 
upconversion emission was observed in an undoped sample in the same conditions of laser 
excitation, one can conclude that the source of contamination is the ytterbium fluoride starting 
powder although a 99.99% (Alfa Aesar) purity chemical was used [34]. With respect to the 
laser cooling effect, it was recently shown in completely impurity-free systems (absence of 
Er3+ and Tm3+ ions) that cooperative luminescence has no influence [50]. However, as the 
demonstration of laser cooling was not successful at this stage of our studies on these nano-
glass-ceramic fibers, we assume that the purity of the starting materials, not only of the Yb3+ 
precursor, but also of the other oxides and fluorides, is the primary limiting factor. Improving 
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the starting materials purity by reducing their impurities (transition metal ions and OH‒ 
groups) contents down to ppb levels is the key to achieve laser cooling. 

 

Fig. 6. Upconversion emission spectra of the G-fiber2 and GC-fiber2 samples upon laser 
excitation at 975 nm. The observed emission bands are ascribed to radiative transitions of the 
Tm3+ and Er3+ ions present as impurity traces in the material. Inset shows blue upconverted 
light emitted from the G-fiber2 (top) and GC-fiber2 (bottom) (diode power of 250 mW). 

No cooling is expected to occur for the measured QE. With a 3% improvement in the QE, 
one should not expect cooling of the glass fibers, however, GC fibers would cool provided the 
background absorption is lower than 2 x 10−4 cm−1 [17], equivalent to 0.086 dB/m, without 
accounting for the segregation ratio. Our calculations show that this is an upper limit for the 
background absorption of the fibers so that cooling would be only possible for an enhanced 
QE of 0.98. On the other hand, the upper limit of the predicted background absorption using 
Eq. (1) for GC fibers is ~2.3 x 10−3 cm−1 (~1 dB/m), taking into account a segregation ratio of 
~97% and with the following parameters: QE ~0.995 in nanocrystals as well as QE ~0.90 in 
glass matrix (GC consists of nanocrystal and glass matrices), volume fraction of nanocrystals 
~50% and Yb3+ ion concentration, NT ≈5 x 108 μm−3. The upper limit of background 
absorption will change slightly with a change in Yb3+ ion concentration, QE, or the 
segregation ratio. Background attenuation measured in the fiber by the cut-back method gave 
a value of 15 dB/m. Although improvements in the fiber fabrication process should be 
pursued, the attenuation value does not mean that cooling cannot occur as it includes 
scattering, which does not necessarily lead to heating but just to transmission loss. A more 
representative and reliable technique to assess the background absorption would be a 
calorimetric method [17], which is not justified at the present time due to the fact that cooling 
is not yet expected for the fibers with QE below 0.98. However, our theoretical predictions 
show that the laser cooling effect is possible in this Yb3+-doped SiO2-Al2O3-CdF2-PbF2-YF3 
system, therefore it is anticipated that the demonstration of an experimental laser cooling will 
be realized soon. Work is currently ongoing to prepare ultra-high purity starting materials to 
reduce the material background absorption as well as improve the QE. In parallel, material 
fiber processing is also under development to produce longer Yb3+-doped nano GC-fibers and 
step-index fibers as well to ensure efficient light confinement and guiding. 
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5. Conclusions 

Ytterbium-doped single-index glass-ceramic optical fibers were successfully produced by two 
methods: (i) by conventional drawing from a glass preform and, (ii) by the crucible technique 
(‘direct-melt process’) followed by controlled heat-treatment. It was demonstrated that heat-
treating the parent glass-fiber is preferable to conventional glass preform drawing to produce 
nano-glass-ceramic fibers with nanocrystals homogeneously distributed along the fiber. 
XRPD and TEM analyses have evidenced the formation of Pb1-x-y-zCdxYyYbzF2 (x + y + z 
≈0.3-0.4) small nanocrystals (number-average size of 6 nm by TEM and volume-average of 
11 nm by XRD) with small distribution of shape and size, dispersion within the fiber, as well 
as larger crystal volume. On the other hand, the preparation of GC-fiber by glass preform 
drawing did not allow a fine tailoring of the crystallization process and in fine of the crystals 
size, shape and distribution along the fiber. Nevertheless, efforts must be devoted to improve 
the ‘direct-melt’ drawing process to produce longer fibers with constant diameter. 

Photoluminescence studies upon laser excitation at wavelengths of 940 and 975 nm 
confirm a significant enhancement of the Yb3+ luminescence intensity for the nano-GC-fiber 
(heat-treated at 460 °C for 20h) when compared to the vitreous G-fiber and the GC-fiber 
(obtained by preform drawing). Upon laser excitation at a wavelength of 1030 nm, higher 
anti-Stokes fluorescence intensity was obtained for the GC-fiber when compared to its parent 
glass-fiber. The photoluminescence quantum yield (PLQY), determined upon laser excitation 
at 940 nm, is also significantly higher (95%) for the nano GC-fiber. Moreover, from our 
simulations, it appears clearly that the nano GC-fiber can exhibit laser cooling effect if a 
segregation ratio (~95%) of Yb3+ ions within the fluoride nanocrystals to achieve PLQY close 
to unity. Last, the presence of Er3+ and Tm3+ ions as contaminants has been revealed, even 
though high purity 99.99% starting materials were used. 

In summary, this study has demonstrated the potential for using Yb3+-doped SiO2-Al2O3-
CdF2-PbF2-YF3 nano-glass-ceramic fibers in laser cooling applications, although this effect 
was not yet clearly evidenced. The theoretical calculations and better understanding of 
material processing reported here pave the way for future developments where improving the 
chemical purity and producing longer (step-index) nano-glass-ceramics fibers will constitute 
the main challenges that need to be addressed. 
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